Tannenberg
Even east of Lotzen, which had held out bravely against enemy attacks all this time, things did not look promising. The iyth A.C. and the ist and 8th Cavalry Divisions, which had advanced from the fortress, only made slow progress north-east of the lakes, on the 8th and gth of September. They had some very hard fighting round Kruglauken and Possessern. The 1st A.C., which had pressed forward from Nikolaiken and Johannisburg, had to be deflected sharply north from the east side of the lake line. By this movement it secured more room for the lyth A.C. by the evening of the gth. The 3rd Res. Div., with Von der Goltz's Landwehr Div. behind it, was still advancing in the Bialla-Lyck direction, On September 3rd it had already encountered the enemy in very superior force near Bialla.
This operation also was extraordinarily daring. To begin with, the Russian Niemen Army, with its twenty-four infantry divisions, was very much stronger than the 8th Army, with its fifteen to sixteen divisions. Moreover, the Russian divisions consisted of sixteen battalions, and ours, at that time, of twelve. The Russian fighting strength was further increased by from four to six divisions, which were being assembled round Osowiec and Augustovo. This immense superiority could be concen. trated against us at any moment and at any chosen point. Our right wing, in particular, was in danger to the east of the lakes. It might be overwhelmed. Even in such a situation as this, we did not hesitate for a moment to venture on a battle. Our superior training was in our favour. Tannenberg had given us a great advantage.
The Army Command would have liked the right wing to have been stronger, and a division of the 20th A.C., west of the lakes, had been kept ready to be placed at our disposal. But this division had to be returned to the Corps. The front of fifty kilometres, on which the four corps attacked the enemy, was certainly very long. Further, the staff of the Guard Reserve Corps fearing a Russian attack, had therefore concentrated its units. The north wing had to stand firm on the Pregel, otherwise the 8th Army might be outflanked there. The attack of the enveloping wing must not be stronger than we had allowed for. We
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